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Digital bubbles at school





Digital bubbles in research?





“Cognitive science should be more than just 
people from different fields having lunch 
together to chat about the mind.” 

Thagard, 1996





What else can we do to break out !
of our disciplinary bubbles?





Aspire to interdisciplinarity

•�Integration of different methods, concepts and 
frameworks of a problem domain

•�Explanatory accounts that cover complex 

interactions between different levels of descriptions 
of the phenomena (Rogers et al, 2005)

•�Successful examples include:

-�Psychology and computer science (Human-computer 
Interaction)

-�Sociology and computer science (software engineering)

-�Architecture and computer science (built environment)





What could go wrong?

•�Computer scientists (e.g. machine learning) lament 
the poor rigour and the qualitative methods of social 
scientists

-�who spend too much time conceptualising problems 
without offering solutions

•�Social scientists (e.g. psychologists) get frustrated with 
computer scientists who focus too much on solutions 

-�who overlook the wider social implications





Overcoming cultural snobbery

•�Turning a field into its own ‘science’ to try to 
set it apart

-�add ‘science’ to psychological, neuro, 

developmental, cognitive, social, data…

•�Viewing other disciplines as providing a 

service for them

•�Denying other perspectives have a place in an 
account of phenomena





So why bother?

•�Be more creative

•�More ambitious

•�Address real world problems

•�Explore complex and unknown 
phenomenon

•�Question one’s assumptions





Instead of interdisciplinarity 
reframe as ‘collaborative research’

•�Working together that leads to a new design 
or intervention

•�New questions, framings and innovative ways 

of moving forward 

•�Discover things we did not know or couldn’t 

have predicted before

•�Be daring





Problem space ripe for 
collaboration: attention

•�Joint attention

- how can we draw users/learners’ attention to 
the same place in the environment?

Switching attention

-�how can we guide people’s attention spatially and 
temporally across activities?

•�Technology design

  - how can we design technology to encourage 
people to look up and outwards more?





   





The collaboration

Team of post docs, PhD 
students, and an artist

-�Middleware/hardware

-�Physical computing

-�Software engineering

-�Art and design

-�Learning and Tech

-�Interaction design

-�Developmental 
psychology

Research questions:

•�How can we inspire 

children to learn about 

nature and technology? 

-�initiate their own 

inquiries and generate 
hypotheses

•�Can we design shared 
devices to facilitate 

looking outwards? 





 





   





   





Sharing and stepping back�





What we learned

•�Research findings

-�How to design 
technology to guide 
attention 

-�Shared tools promoted 
collaborative learning

-�And much curiosity 

-�Much generation of 
hypotheses

-�Playful interactions and 
sense of wonderment

•�Working together led to 
a new approach:

-�pervasive learning

-� In the wild evaluation

-� sharing devices





Learning together around shared 
surfaces

With Nicola Yuill, Paul Marshall, Eva Hornecker, Sheep Dalton, Amanda Williams,
 Jeff Rick and Rowanne Fleck





The collaboration

•�Phd students, post 
docs and PIs

-�Computer science

-�Software engineering

-�Tech enhanced learning

-�Interaction design

-�Developmental 
psychology

Research questions:

•�Do multi-touch surfaces 
promote collaboration?  

-�how to measure 

coordination, 
awareness, learning

•�What is the effect of 

seeing what others are 

doing?





Why multi-touch technology? 

PRO: Gestures,!speaking!and!touching!can!be!seen!and!
heard!by!others!

CON:!Can!overwhelm!and!be!diffi cult!to!follow!

!





Multitouch can lead to less 
desirable behavior 





Single touch surface led to more 
turn taking talk but squabbling  





Can also lead to undoing other’s work 





What we learned

•�Free-for-all tabletop does not lend itself to 
collaborative learning

-�simultaneous actions can be too fast for others to follow, 

they lose the plot and arms clash

•�Not that straight forward how to design interfaces 

for more than one person to use at the same time

-�if you constrain the same interface get quite different 
group behaviours





Constraining interfaces can lead 
to different levels of attention

Lower constraints on control can lead to: 

-�diverting attention from the task

-�less awareness of others 

-�overly concerned with own space/task/progress

Higher constraints on control can lead to:

-�increased awareness of others

-�help groups work better together

-�attention to inequalities





Mechanisms for collaboration 
framework!

•�How!can!we!use!constraints!to!inform!design!

and!use!of!shared!technologies?!!

•�Consider!constraints!in:!

–�Awareness!!

–�Control!!

–�Availability!of!background!informa2on!

Yuill, N.  and Rogers, Y. (2012) Mechanisms for collaboration, TOCHI





Const raints in child development  
lead to j oint  at tent ion 
 

 

 

 

 





Constraints in design lead to action





The const raints framework 

-�Used to inform the design of shared technologies 

-� for j oint  at tent ion, how to cont rol the interface for 

awareness and turn-taking 

 

- Generate new act ivit ies using dif ferent  kinds of 
technologies (e.g. tablets, tangibles) 





Learning to code and create 
with electronics

With members of the BBC learning team, Venus Shum, 
Nic Marquardt, Rose Johnson and Susan Lechelt 





The collaboration

Post doc, PhD student, 
BBC, and a consultant

-�Hardware engineering

-�Physical computing

-�Technology Enhanced 

Learning

-�Interaction design

Research questions:

-�How can we constrain 

learning to code to 

make it easy, enjoyable, 

creative and 

collaborative?

-�What is the effect of 

seeing what others are 

doing?





DP!

















Learning to create





















Next!steps…!





Explore!using!the!cubes!with!children!

on!the!au2s2c!spectrum!

From!a!developmental!perspec2ve:!how!will!the!
children!collaborate!with!the!physical!cubes?!

–�do!they!respond!to!joint!ac2on?!

–�does!it!support!imita2on!of!skills?!

–�do!they!support!awareness!of!other!children’s!
agency?!

From!a!HCI!perspec2ve!
-�! revisit!how!constraints!in!physical!compu2ng!guide!

aOen2on!between!objects,!people!and!environment!

-�Best!way!to!draw!aOen2on!to!share!and!combine!





Take!away!message!

•�Think!of!technology!as!a!boundary!object!

•�Developmental!and!design!research!go!hand!
in!hand!

–�!enables!us!to!explore!how!learning!can!be!

guided,!enhanced,!and!augmented!!

–�leads!to!new!insights!about!developmental!

theory,!collabora2on!and!user!interac2on!

–�results!in!crea2ve!designs!leading!to!a!powerful!

new!genera2ve!framework!and!concepts!
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